Sir,

The fast track Clinical Research Article1 (online publish-ahead-of-print 10 May 2020) measured and validated plasma concentration of ACE2 in two large and independent cohorts of men and women from European countries with heart failure according to the use of RAAS inhibitors and confirm that these are elderly patients that often have co-morbidities, including diabetes, hypertension, renal disease, and COPD. In both the cohort, they found plasma concentrations of ACE2 were higher in men than in women. According to the study, these data might explain the higher incidence and fatality rate of COVID-19 in men, but might not support previous reports suggesting that ACE inhibitors or ARBs increase the vulnerability for COVID-19 through increased plasma ACE2 concentrations. The fast track Clinical Research Article1 however, also discussed about ACE2 protein and its non-coding isoforms are highly expressed in the testis. Isoform transcription could possibly affect protein translation in this male-specific tissue which could partially explain the higher ACE2 protein concentrations and COVID-19 infection in men.

In this background, we2 reviewed (Published May 01, 2020) some earlier research published very recently with open access facilities before the publication of the above mentioned research article1 but, unfortunately not acknowledged by giving justice to worldwide painstaking researches and reviews, in the form of citing and mentioning in the reference section, which in turn might be a bit away from research publication ethics and academic fraternity as well.

The spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 had a strong binding affinity with ACE2 in human cell based on structural modelling and it is confirmed from previous studies, virus binds to the ACE-2 receptor in order to gain entry. Higher ACE2 expression level plays a major role in the spread of the infection, mainly by binding to ACE2 receptors in the lung. We mentioned a study who had reported more frequency of ACE2 in Asian men, considered as a reason for the higher prevalence of SARS-CoV-2 in this subgroup of patients than in women.3 In addition to that, another research reported significantly higher expression of basal ACE2 in Asian females compared to males but indicating Asian females are more protected against SARS-CoV-2 infection rather than males, who are supposed to be more susceptible and morbid. They speculated that, SARS-CoV-2 infection decreases the level of ACE2 in both the males and females but this can be counteracted by higher basal ACE2 level in females but not in males because this higher basal ACE2 is inducible by higher sex hormone levels (Estrogen) which protect the females from this infectious disease even though they have the similar susceptibility like the male.4

We suggested2 and envisaged since, ACE2 is located on the X-chromosome and this might cause circulating level of ACE2 to always be higher in men and X-inactivation mechanism in females give rise to the alternate expression of the two alleles which in turn guarantee a heterogeneous population of ACE2 molecules. Some of which might plays a protective role towards the infection if the X-inactivation skewed towards the less SARS-CoV-2 binding prone allele,5 which means genetic heterogeneity of ACE2 molecule can modulate infection and disease progression.
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